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obsessive-compulsive behaviors, you must have
questions. Did you know that while Wolfe usually
tilts the scales near one-seventh of a ton, he may
once have weighed less than his svelte associate,
Archie Goodwin? Or how many times the
"unbreakable" rules of the house are broken? Or
why Fritz speaks French although he's not from
France? Or how many bullet and knife wounds
Wolfe carries on his normally sedentary carcass?
Or what Inspector Cramer's first name is? Or
how the characters evolved over the four
decades of their existence? This book will provide
you with the answers to those questions and a
thousand others. I hope you find it satisfactory.

The Nero Wolfe Cookbook-Rex Stout
1996-01-01 A one-of-its-kind, high-cuisine
cookbook that reproduces authentic recipes for
many of the fine dishes mentioned in Stout's
Nero Wolfe mysteries. Spiced with quotes from
memorable Nero Wolfe whodunits and photos
that recall New York in the 1930s, '40s, and '50s.

The Nero Wolfe Cookbook-Rex Stout
1987-06-01 A one-of-its-kind, high-cuisine
cookbook that reproduces authentic recipes for
many of the fine dishes mentioned in Stout's
Nero Wolfe mysteries. Spiced with quotes from
memorable Nero Wolfe whodunits and photos
that recall New York in the 1930s, '40s, and '50s.

Please Pass The Guilt-Rex Stout 2010-07-21 A
brilliant Rex Stout murder mystery featuring
Nero Wolfe and Archie Goodwin A bomb
explodes in the desk drawer of a top TV
executive. Was it intended for him or the man
who opened the drawer? They each had enemies
enough to die a dozen times over. Was it the
jealous wife or the ambitious partner? The
secretary who got passed around like an interoffice memo? Or the man who couldn’t wash the
blood off his hands? Nero Wolfe didn’t want any
part of it—but he was up to his neck in the
toughest case of his career! “It is always a treat
to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The man has
entered our folklore.”—The New York Times
Book Review

The Nero Wolfe Cookbook-Rex Stout 1973 A
one-of-its-kind, high-cuisine cookbook that
reproduces authentic recipes for many of the fine
dishes mentioned in Stout's Nero Wolfe
mysteries. Spiced with quotes from memorable
Nero Wolfe whodunits and photos that recall
New York in the 1930s, '40s, and '50s.

Too Many Cooks-Rex Stout 1979

Stout Fellow-O. McBride 2003-05-28 Are you
one of the millions who has spent many pleasant
hours reading aboutNero Wolfeconverting the
calories from his gourmet dining (albeit
grudgingly) into mental energy to solve a
murder? If you have traipsed through that
morass of neuroses, idiosyncrasies and
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

Trio for Blunt Instruments-Rex Stout
2010-07-21 If Nero Wolfe and his sidekick,
Archie, would ever admit to an Achilles' heelwhich they wouldn't-it would be a weakness for
damsels in distress. In these three charming
chillers the duo answer the call of helpless
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heroines with nothing to lose-except their lives.
First a beautiful young Aphrodite comes to Nero
looking for a hero-and the answer to the mystery
of her father's death....Then an old flame of
Archie's reignites with a plan that may corner
him into a lifetime commitment-behind
bars....And finally a detective's work is never
done, as a hot tip leads the team into the sizzling
center of a sexy scandal that could leave them
cold-dead cold.

across the ocean to the hazardous mountains of
Montenegro. Communist cutthroats and Albanian
thugs have already disposed of Wolfe's friend and
Wolfe's adoptive daughter . . . now they're
targeting the world-famous detective himself.
Introduction by Max Allan Collins “It is always a
treat to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The man has
entered our folklore.”—The New York Times
Book Review A grand master of the form, Rex
Stout is one of America’s greatest mystery
writers, and his literary creation Nero Wolfe is
one of the greatest fictional detectives of all time.
Together, Stout and Wolfe have entertained—and
puzzled—millions of mystery fans around the
world. Now, with his perambulatory man-abouttown, Archie Goodwin, the arrogant,
gourmandizing, sedentary sleuth is back in the
original seventy-three cases of crime and
detection written by the inimitable master
himself, Rex Stout.

Gambit-Rex Stout 1971

The Nero Wolfe Files-Marvin Kaye 2005-02
Since 1977, The Wolfe Pack has published The
Gazette, chockful of articles and tales of
America's greatest sleuth, Nero Wolfe, who
prefers beer and orchids to working at his West
35th Street brownstone. But thanks to Wolfe's
wisecracking associate Archie Goodwin and his
agent REX STOUT, Wolfe's seventy-two cases are
mystery classics. THE NERO WOLFE FILES is a
generous collection of Neronian reading delights
selected from over twenty-five years of The
Gazette by veteran anthologist, novelist, and
charter member of The Wolfe Pack Marvin Kaye.

Good and Cheap-Leanne Brown 2015-07-14 By
showing that kitchen skill, and not budget, is the
key to great food, Good and Cheap will help you
eat well—really well—on the strictest of budgets.
Created for people who have to watch every
dollar—but particularly those living on the U.S.
food stamp allotment of $4.00 a day—Good and
Cheap is a cookbook filled with delicious,
healthful recipes backed by ideas that will make
everyone who uses it a better cook. From Spicy
Pulled Pork to Barley Risotto with Peas, and from
Chorizo and White Bean Ragù to Vegetable
Jambalaya, the more than 100 recipes maximize
every ingredient and teach economical cooking
methods. There are recipes for breakfasts, soups
and salads, lunches, snacks, big batch
meals—and even desserts, like crispy, gooey
Caramelized Bananas. Plus there are tips on
shopping smartly and the minimal equipment
needed to cook successfully. And when you buy
one, we give one! With every copy of Good and
Cheap purchased, the publisher will donate a
free copy to a person or family in need. Donated
books will be distributed through food charities,
nonprofits, and other organizations. You can feel
proud that your purchase of this book supports
the people who need it most, giving them the
tools to make healthy and delicious food. An IACP
Cookbook Awards Winner.

A Right to Die-Rex Stout 2010-05-26 When a
bright young heiress with a flair for romance and
one too many enemies is found brutally
murdered, Nero Wolfe and his sidekick, Archie,
find themselves embroiled in a case that is not as
black and white as it first appears. Susan Brooke
has everything going for her. Men would have
killed themselves to marry her, and, in fact, one
did. Susan came to New York to find love and
fulfillment, and ended up dead on a tenement
floor. The police say her black fiance did it, but
Wolfe has other ideas. Before he's done, he'll
prove that good intentions and bad deeds often
go hand in hand and that the highest ideals can
sometimes have the deadliest consequences.

The Black Mountain-Rex Stout 2011-07-27
When Marko Vukcic, one of Nero Wolfe's closest
friends, is gunned down in cold blood, the great
detective takes it personally, pledging to do
everything in his considerable power to bring the
killer to justice. But Wolfe's reckless vow draws
him to the most lethal case of his career,
propelling the portly P.I. and his faithful
factotum, Archie Goodwin, four thousand miles
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

Death Times Three-Rex Stout 2010-05-05
Murder strikes thrice in these three baffling
mysteries of crime and detection. First, Rex
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Stout’s great detective, Nero Wolfe, develops an
appetite for the sweet taste of revenge when
someone slips something most foul into his
lunch—in a case motivated by the most
“alimentary” of passions. Then, a couturier’s
beautiful sister uses Archie Goodwin, Wolfe’s
man about town, as her ready-made alibi—and
maybe her fall guy—unless Wolfe can spot the
loose ends in a nearly seamless crime. Finally,
Wolfe has a run-in with the law after a
mysterious old woman leaves a package at the
detective’s West Thirty-fifth Street brownstone
that pits him against a cunning criminal—and the
U.S. federal government.

excerpts in turn become pieces of literature-forms of storytelling and memory-making all
their own. Each section offers a delectable
assortment of poetry, prose, and essays, and the
selections all include at least one tempting recipe
to entice readers to cook this book. Including
writing from such notables as Maya Angelou,
James Beard, Alice B. Toklas, Sherman Alexie,
Nora Ephron, M.F.K. Fisher, and Alice Waters,
among many others, Books that Cook reveals the
range of ways authors incorporate recipes-whether the recipe flavors the story or the story
serves to add spice to the recipe. Books that
Cook is a collection to serve students and
teachers of food studies as well as any epicure
who enjoys a good meal alongside a good book.

Birds of Texas Field Guide-Stan Tekiela
2020-10-27 Get the New Edition of Texas’s BestSelling Bird Guide Learn to identify birds in
Texas, and make bird watching even more
enjoyable. With Stan Tekiela’s famous field
guide, bird identification is simple and
informative. There’s no need to look through
dozens of photos of birds that don’t live in your
area. This book features 170 species of Texas
birds organized by color for ease of use. Do you
see a yellow bird and don’t know what it is? Go to
the yellow section to find out. Book Features: 170
species: Only Texas birds Simple color guide: See
a yellow bird? Go to the yellow section Compare
feature: Decide between look-alikes Stan’s Notes:
Naturalist tidbits and facts Professional photos:
Crisp, stunning full-page images This new edition
includes more species, updated photographs and
range maps, revised information, and even more
of Stan’s expert insights. So grab Birds of Texas
Field Guide for your next birding adventure—to
help ensure that you positively identify the birds
that you see.

Death of a Doxy-Rex Stout 2010-07-21 With a
rich man footing the bills and a handsome lover
on the side, Isabel Kerr seemed to have the
perfect setup. Now the well-kept lady is stonecold dead, and the cops have nabbed a
Manhattan private eye who just happens to be an
acquaintance of Nero Wolfe. Unable to refuse a
friend in need, the great detective deigns to get
the gumshoe off the hook. Little does Wolfe
realize that in a matter of hours he’ll be
entertaining a party of fools and lovers connected
with the doxy’s death, including a mystery
blackmailer, a sexy lounge singer, and a coldblooded lady-killer. Introduction by Sandra West
Prowell “It is always a treat to read a Nero Wolfe
mystery. The man has entered our
folklore.”—The New York Times Book Review A
grand master of the form, Rex Stout is one of
America’s greatest mystery writers, and his
literary creation Nero Wolfe is one of the
greatest fictional detectives of all time. Together,
Stout and Wolfe have entertained—and
puzzled—millions of mystery fans around the
world. Now, with his perambulatory man-abouttown, Archie Goodwin, the arrogant,
gourmandizing, sedentary sleuth is back in the
original seventy-three cases of crime and
detection written by the inimitable master
himself, Rex Stout.

Books That Cook-Jennifer Cognard-Black
2014-01-01 Organized like a cookbook, Books
that Cook: The Making of a Literary Meal is a
collection of American literature written on the
theme of food: from an invocation to a final toast,
from starters to desserts. All food literatures are
indebted to the form and purpose of cookbooks,
and each section begins with an excerpt from an
influential American cookbook, progressing
chronologically from the late 1700s through the
present day, including such favorites as
American Cookery, the Joy of Cooking, and
Mastering the Art of French Cooking. The
literary works within each section are an
extension of these cookbooks, while the cookbook
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

The Chartreuse Clue-William F. Love
1991-08-06

Archie Meets Nero Wolfe-Robert Goldsborough
2012-11-13 An “excellent” novel that goes back
to 1920s New York to reveal how the famed
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detective first met his incomparable sidekick
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). In 1930,
young Archie Goodwin comes to New York City
hoping for a bit of excitement. In his third week
working as a night watchman, he stops two
burglars in their tracks—with a pair of hot lead
slugs. Dismissed from his job for being “triggerhappy,” he parlays his newfound notoriety into a
job as a detective’s assistant, helping honest
sleuth Del Bascom solve cases like the
Morningside Piano Heist, the Rive Gauche Art
Gallery Swindle, and the Sumner-Hayes
Burglary. But it’s the kidnapping of Tommie
Williamson, the son of a New York hotel
magnate, that introduces Goodwin to the man
who will change his life. Goodwin knows there’s
only one detective who can help find Tommie:
Nero Wolfe, the stout genius of West Thirty-Fifth
Street. Together, they’ll form one of the most
unlikely crime fighting duos in history—but first
Goodwin must locate Tommie and prove that he
deserves a place by Wolfe’s side. In this witty
story about the origin of a legendary partnership,
Robert Goldsborough gloriously evokes the spirit
of Nero Wolfe’s creator, bestselling author Rex
Stout, and breathes new life into his beloved
characters.

killer who's still got poison in his heart.

How to Dress an Egg-Ned Baldwin 2020 Ned
Baldwin, the former chef of Prune, now chefowner of New York City's Houseman restaurant,
and the noted food writer Peter Kaminsky share
simple, maverick dishes and techniques that you
can transform into a wealth of new recipes

Justice Ends at Home, and Other Stories-Rex
Stout 1977

Too Many Cooks/Champagne for One-Rex
Stout 2013-07-17 A grand master of the form,
Rex Stout is one of America’s greatest mystery
writers, and his literary creation Nero Wolfe is
one of fiction’s greatest detectives. In this pair of
classic Nero Wolfe mysteries, Stout is at his
unparalleled best as the arrogant,
gourmandizing, sedentary sleuth and his trusty
man-about-town, Archie Goodwin, are served two
lethally appetizing cases. Too Many Cooks
Everyone knows that too many cooks spoil the
broth, but you’d hardly expect it to lead to
murder. But that’s exactly what’s on the menu at
a five-star gathering of the world’s greatest
chefs. As guest of honor, Wolfe was lured from
his brownstone to a posh southern spa to deliver
the keynote address. He never expected that
between courses of haute cuisine he and Archie
would be compelled to detect a killer with a
poison touch—a killer preparing to serve the
great detective his last supper. Champgne for
One Faith Usher talked about taking her own life
and even kept cyanide in her purse. So when she
died from a lethal champagne cocktail in the
middle of a high society dinner party, everyone
called it suicide—including the police. But Nero
Wolfe isn’t convinced—and neither is Archie.
Especially when Wolfe is warned by four men
against taking the case. Deception, blackmail,
and a killer who may have pulled off the perfect
crime…it’s a challenge Nero Wolfe can’t resist.

Prisoner's Base-Rex Stout 2010-06-09 “It is
always a treat to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The
man has entered our folklore.”—The New York
Times Book Review When Priscilla Eads, heiress
to cotton-towel millions, first pleads for Nero
Wolfe’s assistance, the portly detective decides
to wash his hands of a case that has more than
its share of dirty laundry. Just hours later Miss
Eads and her maid are found strangled to death
under circumstances that don’t quite wash. Now,
to the dismay of a greedy board of directors and
a fortune-hunting South American ex-husband,
the astute Wolfe feels, on second thought, a
certain responsibility to dip into Priscilla’s case
and scrub away the stain—of murder!

Fer-de-Lance-Rex Stout 2010-07-21 As any
herpetologist will tell you, the fer-de-lance is
among the most dreaded snakes known to man.
When someone makes a present of one to Nero
Wolfe, Archie Goodwin knows he's getting
dreadully close to solving the devilishly clever
murders of an immigrant and a college president.
As for Wolfe, he's playing snake charmer in a
case with more twists than an anaconda -whistling a seductive tune he hopes will catch a
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

The Eat-Clean Diet Vegetarian CookbookTosca Reno 2012-04-17 With The Eat-Clean
Diet® Vegetarian Cookbook, New York Times
best-selling author and health and fitness
authority Tosca Reno shows us that it is possible
to make meatless meals that are fresh, flavorful
and most of all – Clean! Whether you follow a
strict plant-based diet or you’ve just started
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participating in the “Meatless Mondays”
movement, this collection has got you covered
with: -150 brand-new, delicious and doable
recipes that will keep you looking and feeling
your best -Protein-rich meatless meals for all
tastes and occasions – including family-friendly
classics, globally inspired delights and
irresistible desserts -Helpful icons to make it
easy to get the exact recipe you want – gluten
free, vegan, kid friendly and more -Plenty of tips,
techniques and advice for everyone from
seasoned vegetarians to those who are new to
the lifestyle

Donna's 'no-fail meringue mixture' - once
mastered, this basic recipe can be tweaked to be
turned into the perfect pavlova; divinely
flavoured salted caramel, chocolate, rosewater
and pistachio, and raspberry meringues for an
elegant afternoon tea; or a silky smooth and
tangy lemon meringue pie for a divine dessert for
a dinner party. This is your ultimate guide to
being brilliant in the kitchen! Basics to Brilliance
is a luxurious hardback, featuring beautiful
photography and featuring over 200 recipes. This
is a book you will want to treasure forever. In
2011, Donna's first television series - fast, fresh,
simple - premiered on LifeStyle, garnering her a
2012 Astra award for Best New Female
Personality and went on to air in more than 17
countries worldwide. In 2016 , Donna is
returning to Foxtel with a brand new eight part
show, Basics to Brilliance, based on this book,
which will go to air in late May and be on repeat
rotation as the book goes on sale.

Yashim Cooks Istanbul: Culinary Adventures
in the Ottoman Ki-Jason Goodwin 2016-10
"Inspired by Jason Goodwin's bestselling mystery
novels, Yashim Cooks Istanbul evokes the colors
and flavours of the Ottoman world, with recipes
from simple meze and vegetable dishes to meat,
fish, and puddings."--Back cover.

Murder at the North Pole-D. Gunn 2016-12-13
CHRISTMAS ELVES: EVERYTHING YOU
THOUGHT YOU KNEW IS WRONG Newly
appointed Christmas Special Investigator
Steingrim Og's first day on the job is interrupted
by a murder and theft of a magic item, which
threatens to destroy all society at the North Pole.
With no mentor, on the job training is all
Steingrim has to rely on. Fighting racism,
corruption, and politics, Steingrim finds his first
case more complex than he imagined. He only
has five days to find the murderer and the
missing magic item or everything the Elves know
will come undone.

Nero Wolfe-Marvin Kaye 2005-11-01 Since
1977, The Wolfe Pack has published "The
Gazette," chockful of articles and tales of
America's greatest sleuth, Nero Wolfe, who
prefers beer and orchids to working at his West
35th Street brownstone. But thanks to Wolfe's
wisecracking associate Archie Goodwin and his
agent REX STOUT, Wolfe's seventy-two cases are
mystery classics. NERO WOLFE: THE ARCHIE
GOODWIN FILES is a new selection of Neronian
delights carefully picked from over twenty-five
years of The Gazette by veteran anthologist,
novelist, and charter member of The Wolfe Pack
Marvin Kaye.

Dining with Sherlock Holmes-Julia Carlson
Rosenblatt 1990-01-01 Presents recipes for
dishes served in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's stories
of the great detective, Sherlock Holmes.

Basics to Brilliance-Donna Hay 2016-10-01
Australia's bestselling cookbook author returns
with a stunning new book, Basics to Brilliance and a TV series tie in. Australia's most trusted
and best-selling cookbook author, Donna Hay,
wants to take you from basics to brilliance.
Donna believes that, just like anything you want
to be good at, mastering the basics is how you
build confidence. So, in this book, she's sharing
all her favourite, tried and true recipes - think
the perfect tender steak, golden roast chicken,
crispy pork belly, her nan's sponge cake, and of
course the fudgiest brownies! Each basic recipe
is followed by clever variations and simple
flavour change-ups, so one recipe becomes many
and your repertoire naturally grows. Take
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

And be a Villain-Rex Stout 1948

Where There's a Will-Rex Stout 2010-05-26
Why did the late multimillionaire Noel
Hawthorne leave his sisters, April, May, and
June, a peach, a pear, and an apple? Why did he
will the bulk of his considerable estate to a
woman who was most definitely not his wife?
Now Nero Wolfe, able, astute, and unscrupulous
detective that he is, must get to the bottom of a
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will that’s left a whirlpool of menace . . . and a
legacy of murder that’s about to be fulfilled.
Introduction by Dean R. Koontz “It is always a
treat to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The man has
entered our folklore.”—The New York Times
Book Review A grand master of the form, Rex
Stout is one of America’s greatest mystery
writers, and his literary creation Nero Wolfe is
one of the greatest fictional detectives of all time.
Together, Stout and Wolfe have entertained—and
puzzled—millions of mystery fans around the
world. Now, with his perambulatory man-abouttown, Archie Goodwin, the arrogant,
gourmandizing, sedentary sleuth is back in the
original seventy-three cases of crime and
detection written by the inimitable master
himself, Rex Stout.

long retired private eye from the 1950s who is
trying to adapt to life in a retirement home. But
when his neighbour dies in, what he deems to be,
suspicious circumstances Albert decides to hunt
down the murderer. As things become more
complicated Albert questions whether there
really was a murder or if he is being led by a
misplaced desire for adventure.

Gambit-Rex Stout 2011-08-03 Jerin is a mental
freak—a man capable of successfully playing a
dozen simultaneous chess games against firstrate players while he himself is out of sight of
any of the boards. It is while thus engaged that
he is killed. A millionaire—his opponent in more
realms than chess—is accused, and Nero Wolfe is
given what appears to be the most hopeless case
he and Archie Goodwin have ever tackled. You
need to know nothing about chess to follow this
tale, but some understanding of beautiful
mothers and daughters will help. “It is always a
treat to read a Nero Wolfe mystery. The man has
entered our folklore.”—The New York Times
Book Review A grand master of the form, Rex
Stout is one of America’s greatest mystery
writers, and his literary creation Nero Wolfe is
one of the greatest fictional detectives of all time.
Together, Stout and Wolfe have entertained—and
puzzled—millions of mystery fans around the
world. Now, with his perambulatory man-abouttown, Archie Goodwin, the arrogant,
gourmandizing, sedentary sleuth is back in the
original seventy-three cases of crime and
detection written by the inimitable master
himself, Rex Stout.

Mary Sia's Classic Chinese Cookbook-Mary
Sia 2012-12-31

Black Orchids-Rex Stout 2009 A two-in-one
omnibus includes Black Orchids, in which the
reclusive Wolfe's pursuit of an elusive flower is
thwarted by a diabolical murder; and The Silent
Speaker, in which Wolfe lays out a trap for a
murderer among a group of powerful
millionaires. Original.

Beyond Riverside Drive-Chris Royal
2016-03-27 Within these pages you will find the
ultimate culinary guidebook through the
unsettling worlds of best selling authors Douglas
Preston and Lincoln Child. Make a reservation
for dinner at The Bones, Tavern on the Green,
Cafe des Artistes or The Four Seasons Pool
Room. Grab a quick bite at The Wagon Wheel
Restaurant, The Castle Club or everyone's
favorite greasy spoon - Maisie's Diner. The salt
sea air makes you hungry? Well Oscar's, The
King's Arms or the staff cafeteria on Level "C"
should fix you right up. Craving a savory repast
and a frothy pint after a long wet hike on the
moors? Then The Half Moon Pub should fit the
bill. But don't forget the leave room for a tasty
snack straight off the spit along Rt.666. It's all
here - From Dried Beef to Fish Lip Soup; from
Hare Pate to Track Rabbit. 631 pages - More
than 400 recipes and over 140 macabre
illustrations guaranteed to whet your appetite.
Just about every food item referenced in the first
15 Pendergast Novels plus that classic dish from
the chilling short story Extraction. Remarkable,
easy to follow recipes, an expanded index and
wonderful links to many of the, shall we say,
more exotic ingredients. This is it - From
Medicine Creek to the Exmouth. From Relic to
Crimson Shore. From 891 Riverside
Drive........and BEYOND."

150 Best Tagine Recipes-Pat Crocker 2011
Authentic yet easy-to prepare recipes that take
their inspiration from Morocco.

Retirement Noir: A Tale of Prune Juice and
Murder-James Foley 2015-12-04 Retirement
Noir: A Tale of Prune Juice and Murder is a Film
Noir style murder mystery thriller about Albert, a
the-nero-wolfe-cookbook

Classic Thirty-minute Meals-Rachael Ray 2006
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Collects recipes for quick and easy dishes for
everyday meals, parties, date nights, and cooking
with children.

Hershey's 1934 Cookbook-Smithmark
Publishing 1993 Revised and expanded edition,
with chocolate recipes brought up to date for use
in today's kitchens.

The Doorbell Rang-Rex Stout 1992 Nero Wolfe
agrees to help rich Mrs. Bruner, who is being
followed by the FBI, and becomes involved in a
murder case
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